
Doubles 

A double is a very useful call in a competitive auction, with a number of different meanings, 

depending of the bidding until then. 

Take-out Doubles:  

If the opposition open the bidding and you or your partner doubles, this will generally be a take-out 

bid, asking for their partner to bid another suit, and the level of the response will depend on the 

strength of the responder’s hand. The doubler should generally have at least 3 cards in every other 

suit (at least 4-4 if there are only 2 other suits) and an opening hand, a good 5+ outside suit and 16+ 

HCPs, or a hand too strong to overcall 1NT initially (18-19HCPs). Typical responses are as follows: 

Non-jump response will tend to show the suit bid and 0-7 HCPs, unless the RHO makes a bid and 

then it will be a free-bid and show 5-7 HCPs. 

 Jump response shows 4+ cards in the suit bid and 8-10 HCPs. 

 Double-jump response shows 5+ in the suit bid and is forcing to game. 

 Cue-bid shows 11+ and asks opener to describe their hand, and will generally show at least 

one 4-card major, both if the opened suit was a minor. 

 1NT shows 7-10-, a stopper in the opened suit and generally no outside major suit. 

 2NT shows 10+ -12, a stopper in the opened suit and generally no outside major suit. 

 3NT shows 13+, a stopper in the opened suit and generally no outside major suit. 

An exception to the above definition of a hand suitable for a take-out double occurs when the 

opponents are using transfer responses to a 1C opening. Then double shows the suit bid as a 

transfer, and cue-bidding the suit shown by the transfer is for take-out. 

Negative Doubles: 

Negative doubles generally apply when your partner opens the bidding, the next hand overcalls a 

suit, and it is your turn to call. If you double you are generally showing the other two suits, and if a 

major has already been bid you are definitely showing the other major. If you could have bid this 

major at the 1-level, you are showing exactly 4 cards by the double, but if spades were overcalled, 

you have either only 4 hearts, or less than the required 10 HCPs to freely bid 2H. 

The more interesting auction occurs after partner opens 1C and your RHO overcalls 1D. If you now 

double, you are showing at least 4-4 in the majors, and maybe even 5-4 either way. Conversely if you 

respond 1H or 1S, you are showing a minimum of a 4-card suit and denying the other major. An 

exception would be if you hold 6-4 in the majors, it is generally better to bid the 6-card suit first, 

especially if it is hearts and you are strong, as you can reverse with spades later. 

Support Doubles: 

Support doubles are made by opener after partner responds in a major suit, RHO overcalls, and you 

have 3-card support. A direct raise shows 4-card support, so a double after the overcall shows 3-card 

support, and any other call denies even 3-card support. If RHO doubles rather than overcalls, then 

redouble shows the 3-card support for partner. 


